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Dear Parents/Carers,

We aspire in this edition – we aim, we seek, we even dream and reach
for the stars. To be aspirational is what we want all our students to be 
– to seek and attain a particular goal. 

Our goal is two‐fold; to enable our students to attain their educational, or rather, more 
specifically their examination goals. However, we also have the aspiration for all our 
students that they will, through the joint efforts of school and home, become well‐
rounded,  caring and assured citizens who will make a positive contribution to their world.

This edition of Civitas demonstrates the many outcomes of our aspirations and how we 
are, individually and collectively, working towards making ourselves and the world a 
‘better’ place.  We want to educate our youngsters for society as it ought to be, not for 
society as it is. 

Finally, I want to thank all the staff who have so willingly given up parts of their holiday to 
support the revision of Year 11. May all students’ aspirations become reality through hard 
work and dedication in the coming weeks.

Happy Easter! 

From First Give 
charity work to 
Careers Day, 

Inspiring Women 
in Sport and 

fantastic works of 
art, our students 
demonstrated 

their fierce 
capacity to aspire 
to be successful 
in their chosen 
profession and 
overall lives.



The Year 11 editorial team now pass on 
The Civitas magazine  to the next 

generation, leaving our legacy behind (I 
hope). I thoroughly enjoyed being able to 
inform and entertain the readers with 
stories from the academy; parents, 

students and everyone else. Being the 
founder students of the academy and the 
first ever students to  write the magazine 
was a once in a lifetime opportunity and I 

will never forget that. 
Thank you all for reading!  Dawid  Soltystik

The Civitas

It has been an amazing experience 
to witness and write about some 
of the most exciting moments in 
our school's history. One event 
that comes to mind is last year's 
Shakespeare Schools' festival, 

which was both very enjoyable to 
watch and write about. 

I hope I have made a good 
contribution to the magazine, and 
I'm sure that whoever replaces me 

will do an even better job at 
sharing our stories with our 

community.

The Civitas magazine has been a part of the end of 
term which I look forward to most! One of my 

favourite articles was for Year 10 Induction Week. I 
got to interview a number of Year 10s about the 
Strive Challenge and all the activities they did. 

There was so much to talk about so I had the most 
fun researching that. That week taught Year 10 to 
Aspire, so it has carried through the whole year. 
Persistence has helped us reach all our goals this 
year and taught us to not give up after one bad 
term. After learning this, I aspire to be confident 

and proud of myself when this year is over. 

Ciara Barrett

Farewell from the Year 11 Civitas Prefects
After an eventful three terms at the helm of the Ark Academy magazine, sadly it is time to say goodbye to our 

original contributors. Read their reflective Goodbye Letters below… try not to get too emotional!

Writing for our student  
magazine has been one of the 
many highlights of being in 
secondary school. I aspire to 

be a Fashion Journalist; writing 
for The Civitas has helped me 
to solidify that career. Ark 
Academy has helped me in 
terms of my confidence, 
whether it be amongst my 
peers or in my academic 

success. Look out for me in the 
latest fashion magazine in the 

future! 

Being an editor for The Civitas magazine has 
been the highlight of every term for me and I’m 
sad to have to say goodbye to it and hand over 
the reins. I’ve enjoyed writing about the school 
and the events that have moulded us into what 
we are. Ark Academy has provided me with the 
appropriate platforms I need to pursue a career 
in the field of journalism. Through a combination 
of excellent lessons and writing for this magazine 
I have acquired all the skills I need and I hope to 
further develop them over the next two years.  

Faith Agyemang‐ Lorainey

Sharlicia Blake
Jai Stewart

We are sad to have reached the end of our time with 
The Civitas magazine, it seems to have gone so quickly!
So much goes on in order to fill every page with an 

exciting event, and it's just as difficult deciding which of 
the many events to leave out because there isn't enough 
space to fit in everything we do here. We have really 

enjoyed our experience and particularly  liked reporting 
on our fantastic Charity Week events – especially Strictly 
Come Dancing and Ark’s Got Talent! – as well as writing 
about all of our talented peers.  Congrats to the new 
team – we hope you have as much fun as we did! 

Anithya Balanchandran (left) and Sonia Jajua (right).



The Civitas

Ark Arts Shania is a hit at Sotheby’s Ark Auction
On 25th February, pupils attended an 

Ark for Art auction at Sotheby’s in London 
where their artwork was being exhibited. 

The artwork was done as part of the 
curriculum ‘Dreams and Future 

Aspirations’, and the work created from  
layers of mixed materials.  

Year 8 student Shania’s painting 
‘The Lawyer’ earned an astonishing 
£10,000 donation leaving both 

her family and school community 
extremely proud. This was also the 
highest bid, outselling the work of 
prestigious and experienced  artist 

Henry Moore. 

Shania was over the moon despite saying: ‘The spectacular pieces of work from others made me nervous, not thinking 
my work was as good enough and the phenomenal paintings making me think my work wouldn’t sell for so much, but 

I’m really proud to even have been given the amazing opportunity’. 

Miss Patel said the event was: ‘exciting, interesting and cool, witnessing the biddings take place and seeing other 
established artists’ work , helping to inform their own.’ We’d like to extend congratulations to Shania on her success and 

say that she’s a great example of what hard work can achieve and mostly importantly, an ambassador for Ark.
What talent we have here!

Year 11s produce stunning pieces during mock exams

Clockwise from top left: Clement: Purple & 
Black Composition, Aysha: Food & Birds, 
Nathalia’s Abstract and  Aaliyah: Hair and 

Newspaper

They had a lot of independence with their work
and engaged with the task well, every student
coming up with an original idea whether it is a
painting, collage or print.

The Year 11 Mock project was entitled
‘Order, Disorder’. Students had 10
hours to complete their exam, after
creating sketchbooks of their ideas
related to the theme. They studied a
variety of artists for inspiration,
including Klimt, Miro and Picasso.

Art technician Miss
McHaffie explained the
process the students had
to take before producing
their work. She said:
‘Before they even started
doing their piece, they
researched different
artists; they went to
museums and slowly
started forming ideas
about their own project.’

By Kaftun Mohamed
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A Rapturous Reception for the House Music Competition

Ark Academy’s House Music Competition returned after a two year absence and
there was palpable excitement throughout the audience. Curie took the
‘Cup Song’ by Anna Kendrick (left) to a new level by adapting the lyrics to direct
the song at our Year 11s, wishing them the best in the future. Judge Miss Burton
complimented the wonderful percussion and drums played by Milola in Year 10
and Dhruv in Year 11. Kandice and Keenan in Year 10 executed the vocals
exceptionally.

Socrates struggled to find an amazing song with a diverse bunch of guitarists
when Hanna, an exceptional singer and guitarist who was taking part in Year 9
suggested ‘I Need’ by Maverick Sabre (above right). What was great about this
performance was the fact that it wasn’t a well known song yet still touched the
hearts of many in the audience. Mr Ding said: ‘Hannah and Michelle’s voices
really complimented each other well.’ It was a great competition, the
performers loved it with Michelle in Year 9 explaining: ‘It wasn’t about who won
in the end, it was about all the Houses coming together and taking part.’

This year a whirlwind of events 
allowed the whole school to celebrate 

World Book Day. We had 
“A Book Close to your Heart” where 
students and teachers would wear 

the names of their favourite books on 
a sticker . This unified our community 

as a way of sharing the different 
books we enjoy . Librarian Miss 

Pope’s choice was Mrs Dalloway by 
Charlotte Bronte because ‘it’s a 

fascinating story with many layers to 
it.’

Plato performed ‘Respect’ by Aretha 
Franklin. Mikayela in Year 11 gave the 
audience a great surprise by starting her 
rap from the audience whilst Mohammed 
in Year 9 beat boxed and Miss Addison 

joined the singers on stage.

Newton stole the night with a victorious performance of ‘Uptown Funk’ by Bruno Mars. They were not only singers and 
musicians but amazing dancers too and everyone was dancing along. Renee and Kaine in Year 10 sang beautifully. 

Poet Dzifa Benson (above) came in and worked 
with Year 7‐10 running various workshops to get 
our students thinking about poetry and literature 

which caused exciting and interesting 
discussions. They created their own poems about 
‘How to be a particular object.’ Her advice for 

young people who are interested in writing was: 
‘Read, read and then when you think you’ve read 

enough…read some more!’
Every lesson teachers would read a chapter from 

the suspenseful book “Schrodinger’s Baby”
which kept the cliffhanger mystery going 

throughout the day. 

10 quotes from various books were 
hung up around the school in a 

Treasure Competition which Nadia 
Stewart and Parbes Ahmed (above 
middle) from Year 8 won, correctly 
guessing which books the quotes 

came from. Nadia’s favourite book is  
the 2nd of The Born Wicked trilogy 
by Jessica Spotswood ‐ ‘I’ve never 
been so gripped by a book!’ Our 

classic event Real People Read was a 
hit, with Mr Moloney (above right) 
reading from his favourite book.

World Book Day 2015



My Bnk Enterprise in a Box :Year 10 Business Brains Take Flight

The Civitas

The Task: Take 28 Year 10 Business Studies students, divided into
6 teams. A box containing one product given to each team with
the main objective of selling EVERYTHING to make the most profit
in 7 days. This was a competition launched by My Bnk that
Business Studies students participated in during January 2015,
which taught them about different types of business such as social
enterprise. The teams were given different kinds of products
which included fair trade chocolate, eco friendly soap, eco
friendly lip balm and seeds in eco friendly packaging. They were
to be sold within the limited timeframe of 192 hours.

The teams were "Super Scented", "187", "N.IN.CRI.NA", "Divine
Choc Doctors", "Torr" and "419 Cosmetics" which was the
winning team that raised £43.00. The total amount of money that
all the teams made was £183.83 which will be used in the
construction of the school's Sixth Form. It was a good opportunity
to put what they have learned in classrooms into practice. They
were able to develop a number of skills such as planning, team
work, customer service, responsibility, social enterprise – and
their salesmanship of course!

Christina Filon and Inva Danshki said: ‘Our communication and
leadership skills have improved and we are now more confident
because we did a number of presentations to our class and some
of us had to be independent and lead groups’. For some of the
students their personal goal was not to raise the largest amount of
money but to be able to experience and learn something new that

can prove to be useful later in their life. By Allain Del Rosario

BBC School Report Newsday: Year 7 & 8 Sniff Out The Stories 

The girls kick off their social enterprise….

The boys proudly display the results of their
hard work. Inset: The eco friendly seeds

Shukri enjoyed the news day so much she said: ‘Can we do this at least once a month from now on please?!’ We were
impressed with the quality of what they wrote and their commitment to their research. Olivia explained: ‘I wrote about
the solar eclipse and learnt how it happens; also the effects of it like power surges. I really enjoyed it because the
researching skills will help in later life when I do school projects and coursework.’ Aleeza agreed: ‘I enjoyed working
with other people & you can use your journalistic skills in many subjects.’ For Abdul it was all a new experience: ‘I’d
never written a newspaper article before and I enjoyed it as I learnt lots of different things like how to make funny and
good headlines.’ You can read all of the articles from our potential Paxmans on our website www.arkacademy.org

BBC School Report 
Newsday 2015 was a great 
opportunity for Year 7 & 8 
to hone their newshound 
noses by researching and 
writing about the day’s 
events – in particular the 
impending solar eclipse –
as well as creating pieces 
on sport, entertainment, 
reviews, technology, 

environmental affairs, a  
games and puzzles section 

– and one feature 
involving one man’s 

friendship with a lion(!)
Olivia, Meesha & Aleeza googling
Google for their technology piece!

Saif questions Shukri & Latoya about 
whether ‘The Lion Hugger’ is crazy  



The Civitas

If you’re a teen girl with spectacular skills in sports, I’m here to tell you about a recent campaign entitled
Inspiring Women in Sport, aiming to encourage young females to pursue their careers in the industry, despite the 

adversities that they may face. The campaign aims to inspire this generation’s females to not only to squash the unhelpful 
stereotypes, but be ambitious and identify the many notable female athletes, who epitomise perfect, resilient 

sportswomen and are influential icons too.
The event took place on the 25th February 2015 at the Olympic Park’s Aquatics Centre and Ark’s enthusiastic participants 
had nothing but good reports. Miss Gallagher expressed her delight at the event being :‘Great fun and a really good day 

out. We met and watched Tom Daley perform and meeting lots of professional women from different sporting 
backgrounds, one even being a sports lawyer was great. Summer said ‘it was truly inspiring and I thoroughly enjoyed it 
too’.  There are a multitude of sports, in which we  each have different talents in, and we can do anything we put our 

minds to. Doing the best you can, is a gold medal in itself.

Inspiring Women in Sport Event – Year 9 & 10

Year 10 ‘Speak Out’ Workshop ‐ Jack Petchey Foundation
Year 10 Blue class was chosen to take part in the Jack Petchey
public speaking workshop to be taught great tips on speaking in
front of an audience . We were informed how to portray a
confident image and how to create sympathy using eye‐contact
and our tone. We were made to argue for extremely unusual
causes so that we could practice our ability to portray emotion
and improvise when we are not prepared to be asked questions.
Some amusing arguments included ‘Being a girl is better than
being a boy?!’ and ‘Being short is over‐rated’ .

These challenging topics improved our improvisation and
debating skills. We were taught about the ‘WIN’ method which
allowed us to compliment and criticise a speaker without
damaging their confidence – Kim asked us to tell her she was fat
but in a nice way! At the end of the workshop we all announced
our speeches, some of which were on emotional subjects. The
presentations included mine and Fatima’s: ‘64 years (Palestine)’
and ‘Freedom of Speech creates distrust’ and we were delighted
to find out we were the winners.

During the borough competition heats at Crest Academy later
that month, Fatima and I presented our speeches to a large
population including the Deputy Mayor of Brent. We learnt a
great lesson about real public speaking, never look directly into
people’s eyes for too long. Fatima said: ‘Even though we didn’t
win ,we can now be more confident and speak much better in
front of an audience. I feel that the competition experience was
very helpful in terms of giving us a chance to practice our

articulation and improvisation abilities. By Iman Moghaddam

Iman plays to the crowd 

Tia receives feedback on her speech



Charity and Social Awareness

The Civitas

Year 8 First Give Competition
Ark Academy students have won £1,500 for local charities
as part of a First Give scheme to raise awareness of social
issues and help give back to their community.

Each Year 8 form group chose a charity to visit and
research, before delivering a presentation to a panel of
judges who decided who would be awarded the money –
the charities ranged from the RSPCA and St Luke’s Hospice
to domestic violence organizations, homelessness
programmes and food banks.

The judges were extremely impressed with the standard of
presentations and after much deliberation Anish and
Swapnil from 8Logan were declared the winners. They
collected a cheque for £1000 for Wembley Food Bank, part
of the Trussell Trust.

Neola, Lenaya, Nadia and Plamedie from 8Noddack won
£250 for Kids Company while Tre, Nebil and Sean from
8Sanger earned £250 for the domestic violence support
charity Advance.

Anish said: 'We were very confident and were practicing for
the last 5 days, even over the weekend. We went to the
food bank and interviewed 3 people who worked there and
they gave us all the information.‘

Swapnil continued: ‘It helps the community a lot, we want
it to be a better place and people who don’t have the
essentials for life, they really need it.

As Anish quite rightly pointed out: ‘There is no point in
living life if you can’t live it to the full.‘

When asked why they chose the charity, Swapnil explained:
‘It was the one that shocked us the most. It was inspiring
seeing all these people’s stories and how they struggle
through the bad times. I want to do more things like this.’

Judge Miss Patel told us why Anish and Swopnil were
awarded 1st place: They were very confident in their
speaking, had visited the charity, had knowledge about
what the money was going to be used for and worked really
well as a team. They took it in turns to answer questions
and were obviously passionate about the topic.’

Miss Haslam and the three winning groups with their 
proud form tutors. Everyone say 'Civitas in Action!'

Anish and Swapnil call Wembley Food 
Bank to tell them the good news.

The Passage Charity Fundraiser 
Although she was not the winner of the First Give competition to give 
funds to a local charity, Shania still wanted to help her chosen charity, 
The Passage, which assists homeless people in finding accommodation 
and employment. 

She said: I wanted to help in my own time but I was not sure how. I have 
talked to several Passage members about the mentoring sessions they 
run. The Passage was so impressed by Shania's determination to help 
them ‐ charity organiser Miranda Keast called her 'an inspirational 
young woman' ‐ that they have made her their first ever ambassador.

There will be fundraising activities held during the last week of the  
Spring Term including a Movie Night, a Bake Sale and most excitingly 
Shania's adorable dog, Casper, will be coming in to take photos with 
students for a £1 fee ‐ now that's fur‐nomenal fundraising!



The Civitas

Many were surprised by the costs and how much they would
need to alter their unnecessary spending in order to afford
the essentials in life. Mrs Haslam mentions that: ‘This was a
big reality check for a lot of you.’

The students had the opportunity to meet professionals in
different sectors, in a Careers Speed Networking event (right)
Meeting and quizzing the professionals allowed the Year 9s to
predict what GCSE options, courses and qualifications would
be required for their future potential careers. Edil thought:
‘It was a fun day because we got to learn about different
careers and how our GCSE options will affect our future.’

The most frequent question was "How much do you earn?"
clearly proving that money is a key variable in their future!
Rynell said: ‘The Speed Network was the best event of the
day because we learnt about different jobs available’.

The Year 9 Careers Day took place on the 11th of March.
The day focused on several activities which enabled the
students to understand some of the challenges they will
face in real life and develop their knowledge on future
lifestyles and job preferences.

The most exciting element was being dressed in their
own formal clothes as professionals, sharp and smart. Mr
McGregor commented: "I believe my form 9‐Nerta was
the best dressed."

The students participated in a career simulation
programme called the 'Real Game'. This let them
compare their ideal lifestyle with real life salaries and
living expenses.

To conclude the insightful day, the students received an
inspiring talk from King Cas, from the Fix Up Organisation.
(left). This was based on his journey and how in the future
there will be many obstacles but the most important thing
is how you decide to respond to it. King Cas allowed the
students to understand that keeping positive is key in life
and provided them with message s about their lives that
will dwell long in their minds. He said ‘Even though there
are elements of humour the key thing is 'Did you learn
something?' I want to make sure that they take a message
that resonates with them.’ It certainly seems like they did…
‘The speech was the best part of the day!’ enthused Joel .

Careers Day

On the 28th of January 2015, 20 Year 8 students went on a trip to
Magdalen College School in Oxford. It was no surprise that some of its
medieval looking buildings were used for the set of Harry Potter. Within
the college, the students were given lectures about university life and
did a tour of the campus.

Elise told us: ‘'It made us adjust to how it would be. The students we met
studied subjects that they haven’t done before so I feel I’d be able to do
the same if I work hard enough.‘

The uni displayed a variety of attractions such as a deer park and a
chapel which fascinated the students. Brandon said: "It gave me an idea
about the type of uni that I should look for and the choices that I have to
make to get into one". All the students were amazed by its beauty and

are considering attending this college. By Allain Del Rosario

Year 8 ‘Into University’ Trip

Almost managed it!

By Minali Alwis

King Cas amusing our future world beaters!



Kingswood 2015

The Civitas

Kings & Queens of Kingswood!!

Kingswood was an unforgettable 4 day experience for Year 7
students and staff. There were many great moments and
successful achievements for everyone that went. Personally I
would say the High Equilibrium was my favourite. Although it
was terrifying and challenging it was still great fun. We had to
keep our balance while crossing this seesaw high above the
ground.
Also the 3G swing was great. Olivia stated: “It was so
awesome! It felt like a rollercoaster ride like the SAW from
Thorpe Park. I would definitely do this again if I could.”

Kingswood is about capturing those great moments no matter
how spine‐chilling, silly or successful they were.
Aanchal commented after attempting a positive effort of the
‘Leap of Faith’: “It was great fun and I really enjoyed it. When I
managed to grab the metal bar I felt victorious so I celebrated
with a few victory punches in the air and a triumphant dance.”

One funny moment for the girls in Year 7 was when there was
a spider in one of the shower cubicles. Screaming like bratty
four year olds they rushed out of the bathrooms – all over a
spider! However those who weren’t frightened or didn’t know
what was going on pulled hilarious faces of shock and
puzzlement. Out of the blue… a courageous hero saving the
galaxy from a harmless spider…was 7Cope’s form tutor Ms
Lewis who saved the day…and lives of many good‐natured
citizens.

What we learnt in Kingswood we can take with us and use it in 
activities which we are afraid of. The trip taught people a lot 
about themselves and what they could or couldn’t do. It was 
also a great chance to make new friends.

Due to this fantastic behaviour towards
everyone including members of the Kingswood
staff without one mess up; the students of Ark
Academy were awarded gold medals for
achievement!!
By Shukri Lloyd Year 7
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Campfire Comedy
One of the most hilarious moments in our stay was the
campfire as the songs were both repulsive and humorous.
If you do not believe me then hear it from another
student: “They were very inappropriate but made all the
other students excited” Ahshon revealed.

However, apart from the humorous aspects, Abdul told
me that ‘Nightline’ was extremely daunting; he also added
that the concept of being blindfolded and jumping over
tires was ‘bloodcurdling’.

Despite not being my first time visiting Kingswood, it was
certainly the best as I had the opportunity to showcase
my courage and socialize with many different people.
By Saif Ahmed Year 7

Activities such as High Equilibrium and Aerial Runway were
strong favourites as they promote speed and stunning skills.
Other events such as Nightline caused an intimidating effect
on people, involving the concept of wearing a blindfold.

Kingswood describes it as: “A sensory deprivation exercise
in which pupils are blindfolded throughout the activity.
Pupils navigate their way through a series of obstacles and
mazes as a group, relying heavily on the trust and the
support of each other, and communicating with each other
verbally.‘

We were blind folded and had to go through a series of
obstacles‐ even if it was ducking, climbing or crawling.
We had to have trust in each other, and listen and
communicate with each other to prevent ourselves getting
muddy or hurt.

We had to follow a rope as our guide and also hold onto the
arm of the person in front of us. One of the hardest
obstacles there was crawling on our stomachs one by one
through a narrow, muddy and small tunnel. By the end of
our first activity, we were covered in mud and dirt.

By Abdul & Olivia Lee

Apart from activities and hard work, children have had some
very fun moments. Year 7 student, Ahshon, had this to say:
“It was hilarious seeing some of my group slip on the wet
and slippery ground.” Another trip survivor, Saif:
‘It was the best experience of my life. It was good to get
away from all the work of school ‐ for some time!’

Active Ark Avengers
One of the funniest moments was when Olivia and Luana
climbed the High Equilibrium.Luana had climbed the pole
first and was balancing herself on the see saw whilst Olivia
was climbing the pole. Once they were both on there, the
beam tipped over causing Olivia to fall off!

However, she steadily climbed back on the beam, using her
harness and Luana’s help. ‘It felt as if I was flying in mid‐air!’
Also, they had to do a dare on it‐ which was pushing each
other off and dancing to YMCA. It was hilarious!

Mr Cooper, Head of Year 7, : “This time around, this group
shone from all the others as they completed Jacobs’s Ladder
twice!”

When Mrs Haslam, Vice‐Principal, was asked what her best
memory was she replied: “When children came up to receive
their awards, I felt so proud to see so many students show
the core values.”



Primary
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It was protractors and compasses at dawn as Ark
Academy hosted the ARK Maths Challenge for our
Primary Year 5 & 6 Mathmagicians & their spirited
(and competitive!) peers from across the network.
The students enjoyed testing their skills in a team,
partaking in several brain busting activities such as
code cracking and Sudoku.
Ark students Athiya and Maria said: ‘We have been
doing Tangrams (ancient Chinese puzzles) – it’s when
you have 7 shapes and you have to make several other
shapes out of those. It was lots of fun and challenging
as well.'
Their favourite and most difficult shape? 'It had to be
the square because even though it looked easy, it
wasn’t.'

Year 5 & 6 Ark Maths Challenge

World Storytelling Day 2015

Friday 20th March was World Storytelling Day and we invited parents to come in and read with their children to mark the
occasion and emphasize the importance of reading. Rashida & Fatima told us about ‘Happy Birthday Jameela’ : ‘ It’s about
her shiny grey glittery shoes and her pretty and beautiful dress she had for her bday. Her auntie chose the perfect ones for
her! Fatima said reading was important because: ‘ It helps us with our sounds.’ Zacharia said his favourite character was
Fantastic Mr Fox : ‘He is very brave & sneaky…and I like to sneak too!’ Zion said its important to read: ‘So you can get good
at reading & then read chapter books.’ Zacharia added: ‘And read your mums a bedtime story!’

Red Nose Day was a brilliant day of fun for our younger students, as they practised their silliest, most gruesome faces for
our funny face competition (above left) & used their red noses & props to full effect (above right). Mr Watkins had a
good time judging the competition – which had a very happy winner! (above middle). The causes that RND helps were
shown in class time so that Primary were made aware of the serious & charitable end result of all the fun.

RED NOSE DAY 
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Muy Bueno! The all singing , all dancing Primary MFL
assembly was a resounding success with students from
Years 3‐6 showcasing what they’d been learning in
Spanish this term. They certainly enjoyed singing their
vocab song & doing the accompanying moves. We look
forward to seeing what next term brings for our
language understanding.

Year 5 won their first ever
netball match 2‐0 ‐ a fantastic
achievement for a newly
formed team! After two trials,
ten girls were selected to play
in a match against John Keble
School. Impressively, they
only had two lunchtimes to
get ready.
The match got off to a great
start with an early goal from
Daniela, which gave the girls a
boost, and there was some
great play from all the team.

Netball is a complicated game for any newcomers as each individual player has to remember exactly where they are
allowed to go on court, as well as not moving with the ball ‐ a lot to learn in a short space of time, but the girls rose to the
challenge! Despite only having two hours of training, the team were enthusiastic and excited for the match, and had spent
the weekend memorising the rules of the game. The Year 6 team went into their match against John Keble
confidently. They showed how much they have progressed in their netball with some amazing teamwork, and some great
interceptions from our formidable defence. The match ended with another convincing win of 5‐1 for the team, keeping
their unbeaten record intact. Thank you toMiss Brown for organising the team!

Year 5 & 6 Newbies Triumph At Netball

Year 1 have been learning about China this term 
and to mark Chinese New Year on the 19th 
February, Flannery and Pythagoras class had a 
fun day of activities and arts and crafts to mark 
the Year of the Goat. 

Jiyya said: 'We are making Chinese lanterns. We 
are wearing only red dresses or T‐shirts today 
because that is the special colour of China.‘

Asha said: 'I liked learning about the Great Wall 
of China and we made it with blocks today. 

Insia & Armando: 'We are colouring Chinese 
animals – there are two famous animals, the 
dragon and the tiger. They are more important 
than the other animals.

Year 1 enjoy China Day
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The Year 8 boys competed in the London Youth Games
Indoor Athletics Finals at the National Sports centre in
Crystal Palace. Our current Year 10 athletes won this title
two years ago so the pressure was on! The competition is
so busy on the day that you have no idea of how you are
doing...until the final results are read out.
The team of 7 boys, Lemuel, Sahr, Stephen Howard,
Devonte, Yasin, Ali B and Johnai, were outstanding all day
and had everything crossed as the result were read out. Our
name had not been called with the top four
remaining....then it was our turn – we won 4th place with
190 points.
This was a phenomenal achievement as the competition
starts at Borough level with over 800 schools entering!
However as third place was called out, that school achieved
…191 points...a single point separated us from a bronze
medal! Although not on the podium, we are incredibly
proud of our athletes – well done to you all.

It was time to leave it all on the floor as the KS3 girls competed
in the Brent Gymnastics Competition. There were 20 routines
entered from 6 schools. Our girls won all categories!!! We
walked away with 11 gold medals (count ‘em!) which is a
fantastic achievement.

Layla and Bellecia (Year 7) were the duo – they had very tough
competition from a JFS duo but due to their controlled
balances and variety of skills came out on top. This was a
fantastic result considering they were competing against girls
2 years older than them.

The group routine consisted of two Year 8s, Joana and Nikita
and four Year 7s, Paris M, Amy, Faith and Angel.
Choreographing a routine with 6 girls is difficult but throughout
rehearsals they have been excellent, very adaptable and have
also developed as individual gymnasts. All the girls have
worked so hard during enrichments, lunchtimes and extra
practices.

Our Year 8 athletes and Head of PE Mr O’Carroll with Jo 
Mersh, Team GB 800m runner – an inspiration? We think so!!

Gymnasts Go for Gold…Win Big!

London Youth Games Athletics

Our trio consisted of Year 9 girls, Hannah, Safiya
and Mezdha. This is the last year they can
compete and to win was fantastic for them. A
teacher commented that they were ‘a delight to
watch and it was the best routine and
performance there’ – the girls couldn’t stop
smiling! When ‘Ark Academy’ was called out for
the third time as the winner all the girls were
ecstatic ‐ huge congratulations to all involved!
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During his visit he held a Question & Answer session to allow the children to ask him any questions
about his life, career and current status. In addition to this he also refereed their football, which he
really enjoyed. Jason loved telling some tips and tricks to the children that will aid them in football
and how to pursue it, if it was their career choice. He also attended a GCSE PE lesson about certain
body types being suited to certain sports and said ‘ I learnt something new from being there!’

It was an unfortunate end to an
outstanding all‐round season for former
Brent Basketball champions Year 10.
Leading by example, they won every
match and once again faced Newman in
a classic ‘Clash of the Titans’ rematch.
My teammates and I gave it everything
we had, but just came up short in a
finals rematch for the ages. Reflecting
on the game and the season, I felt that
we played outstanding basketball all
year and can be proud of the way we
fought right until the final buzzer.

Year 7 students had a visit
from former professional
footballer Jason Roberts,
who came to talk and
watch the children play
football.

After his retirement Jason
created a charity (Jason
Roberts Foundation) that
supports inclusive sports
coaching to try and allow
all students to play a new
sport.

Furthermore, his charity
supports 50% football and
50% golf to try and have a
mix of sports, since
football is very popular in
England already. His
football training is held on
Mondays in enrichment at
Ark.

The children who attend the enrichment played a
fixture of indoor football against Woodfield as part
of the foundation program. We won 6‐2 and all
the players played really well; especially Keyon
who persisted and scored an outstanding 4 goals
out of the 6. Goalkeeper Yash Shah said: ‘The
match was absolutely amazing. I think the
foundation helped me a lot because before I
wasn’t really confident with playing with other
people but now I am!’
Left & right: The wall before & after!

Jason Roberts Foundation Visit

By Osagie Ehigiamusoe

In their first year at Ark Academy, the
Year 7s were thrown into the fire, as they
competed in a fiercely competitive
season. They proved that lack of
experience would not hold them back as
they claimed their first Brent title in a
great finals matchup against Kingsbury
High. One of Year 7s key players
Daneshay Ellis said, ‘The team used good
ball movement and took high percentage
shots to help us win’.

Defending their title, the Year 9s had a
goal and weren’t going to stop until they
reached it. Win after win was the pattern
they displayed, before playing an
extremely competitive finals match against
Crest Academy. Year 9 couldn’t be stopped
from claimed their third straight Brent
title. Reflecting on the season, Juan
Rengiforo said, ‘We communicated well
and kept the ball moving every game’.
Joel continued: ‘The team’s morale and
chemistry was always high which helped us
play well together.’By Cameron Russell

Basketball Finals



GOOD DEED FEED
The whole of 8Noddack for their Comic Relief  Bake Sale. They came up with the idea themselves &
all helped in some way – either bringing in ingredients, baking or selling. They managed to raise over 
£150 for Comic Relief and I think that is something we can all ASPIRE to! Miss Pitkin

Kyra Dennis, Jamelia Campbell, and Shayane Buchanan have shown real dedication in achieving 
their goals in Maths. They’ve been doing hours of extra practice independently, catching up on old 
homework and re‐doing old classwork to fill their knowledge gaps. Miss Kubba

Naiema Sultana in Year 8 fixed my loom band key ring for me – it now looks beautiful! Miss Cullen

Bano in 7Motion for preparing a brilliant presentation about countries around the world.
Mursaha and Amira for continued fantastic work on the 7Motion scrapbook, day in day out. 
Legends.
Amine (Year 10) –for being Merit hungry, extra revision here, extra maths questions there. He is 
really supportive to his teacher, what a superstar!  Mr Higson

Ark Poetry Club for Aspire! They have all entered the William Blake Tyger Tyger Poetry Competition
Often, I see them working together on tasks at break and they work really hard on their editing 
without being asked! It’s great to see the creativity and dedication they have as well as persistence 
when they have to try again. Miss Smyth, Librarian

Ali Babukharkel, 8Logan, because he has buddied up with Gholam Nabil, our new EAL  student. 
Ali has been very supportive, friendly and has shared many positive experiences about learning 
English at Ark. He has made an incredible effort to make  Gholam feel part of the school. It’s been a 
pleasure to watch! Miss Paw 

Year 10 Hasan Said, Rasiq Mohammed and Samakab Abdullahi showed incredible  Persistence 
when staying every night after school for a couple of weeks repeatedly writing out their French 
controlled assessments. I was thrilled with their  studious and mature approach to the start of their 
GCSE course in French. Miss McMillan

Zhivko Pashkov in 7Plath for being amazingly civitas. A very impressive learner, participating and 
persisting in all his lessons! Zhivko also supports EAL students in Reception, teaching them basic 
vocabulary such as numbers, colours, animals and family using English and Bulgarian. Well done! 
Miss Shotton

Dawid Soltystik in Year 11 stays to help with media enrichment every week even though his is 
complete. He also spent time putting together and excellent revision guide for other pupils in his 
class – my absolute star of the year! Miss Downey

Zaki and Shakyle have  been regularly coaching  the Year 7 non‐squad football players since Autumn 
2 – that’s 35 boys! Fantastic display of Civitas. Mr Edmondson

Riya Patel in Year 9 for tutoring her friends who want help in Maths. One lunch break she went to a 
friend’s lunch detention and spent it tutoring her on algebra and taught a different friend how to 
expand brackets! Miss Kubba

Jamelia Campbell, Shania‐Diamond Craig and Kandice Hopwood for Consistently working really 
hard in English and putting in some amazing research and revision for their spoken language 
studies. They have shown an fantastic attitude and ethos to their GCSEs.” Miss Clark


